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ABSTmCT' 
In the field of climate prediction, regimes are used to m 
trends. Although air pressure regimes have k n  &covered, there: ha 
little exploration into the possibility of temperature regimes. This 
develops an approach to finding regimes in a tempaatuxe 
time series is reconstructed in a phase space. 
used to search the phase space for clusters. Fi 
between these clustm is recorded A low mtio between the number on" 
transitions into the cluster and the number of points in the clwW irtdica- &at 
a regime structure is present. Results: are given for various Eemperature time 
series. 

IMTRODUeTIBN 
The Earth's climate is a complex system with an undetermined 

Many long-term prediction models have been proposed, 
assumption that the earth's climatc is a linear system. T 
meteorology seems to be that linear models are accurate enough for prediction even 
though evidence has been uncovered that seems to in 
Earth's climate (Palmer, 1993). However, there has 
nonlinear climatic trends, and these trends may provide 
regimes could be found in the earth's climate, they c 
climatic trends. 

One technique used to expose patterns in a nonlinear time se 
time series in a phase space (Povinelli, 1999). A phase space is c 
vector space [s(t) s(')(t) sv)(t) . . . dn)(t) ] where 114-1 is the c 
is a time delayed s(t) or a time series of a rela 
delays can be determined by various statistid methods such as autow%ada~bpn or auto 
mutual information (Abarbanel, 1996, Kantz, 1997). 

An example of a non-linear system is the Lorenz syslem (Figure 1). 'The Lor 
system was developed to model atmospheric flow. The system i s  
diEerential equations. 

Two regimes, or statcs, are emiiy discmabihle in the b r e m  system. Chm the 
system is in one rsgime, ~t tends to stay m that regime. The arm etavem the two regimes 



is called the unstabie regon, because once the system enters th is  region it has a higher 
likeiihood of switching regimes. For the p',rrpose of ths paper, a regime is defined as a 
chster in phase space &ere the trajastory of the original time series tends to stay for a 
period of h e .  To determine whether a regiae exists, the transitions out of each cluster 
are compared to the n m k r  of intra-cluster transitions. If the number of intra-cluster 
transitions is large compared to the number of transitions olit of the cluster, thcn a regime 
is present, 

Research has shown that regime structures are present in certain p a l s  of the Earth's 
climate (Pdrncr, 1W9) Some parts of the globe fol!ow the traditional linear model, 
while other apw, such as the northem irenispha-c during the winter, tend to follow a 
regime sbructme, The I3 i i n o  cycle. which has two quasi-equilibrium states, dso 
exhibits non-hex regime structure. Here, we propose a method for detecting 
temperature regimes using temperature time scrim phase spaces. 

To detect these regmes md count transitions Detween them, the phase space must be 
clustered. The general idea of c l u s ~ e g  is to g o u p  similar objects together. In the 
context of this experiment, an object is a point in phase space. Euclidean distance is used 
to qumtify two &la pin t ' s  r;imiiari&. 

In this paper, the shape, size and numjer of the clusters is unknown. Density-bad 
and hjerarchal clustering techniques such as OPTICS (Ankerst. 1999), and Chameleon 
(Kqpis, 1399) have been shown to work well on such data scts. However, these 
algorithms are not simple to impiemen: and are unnecessarily coruplex for this research. 
Sherefore, ideas £rom both of these algorithms were used to create a s i q l e  clustering 
algori'h. that can be used to compubrionally find clusters given the appropriale 
P- . . 

METHOD 
To show that a nonlinear structure is present in the earth's climate, a phase space is 

constructed using temperahre time series. If the temperature time series are nonrandom, 
a phase space plot should show clusters of p i n t s ,  or the points forming a line as the tiax 
series Is plotted. Howeve, if the time ssl-ies arc random, the phase space would simply 
be a random scatimhg of data points. 

A clusterkg d g o f i h  is formulated &om K-means ( s w  3 j and hierarchical (sicp 4) 
clustering techniyes. A visual summary of dlc algorithm is in figure 2. The algorithm is 
as fol!ows: 



Upper right - Original time series 

Lower rigM - Phnre space: Lower I 

1) Preprocess data. 
a) Rolling average, yearly average, etc. 

2) Cmnstruct phase space. 
3) X)o an initial K-means binary split clustering ofthe phase space. 

a) Number of clustcrs is user-dched (. 1 *N is a gmd choice, where W is 
number of data points) 

b) Remove empty cfustcrrs in each iteration (random iraitialbjllion may give a 
clustcr center in an empty part of the phase space) 

4) For each pair of C~USWZ 1 and j, rnerge thcm if t h e  are any two points bebwecm 
the clustexs that have a Euclidean distance less tbnn the linear density of cluster 
i times a scaling factor (values ktwcen 3 and 4 worked well). The linear 
density is defined by: 

where DXY is the maximum Euclidean &stance between any two points X an8 
Y, and Ni is thc number of points in cluster i. 'This is equivalmt I*, saying 
merge the clusters if they are cbse .with respect to their dexlsi~es. 

5 )  Repeat 4 until no more clusters can be merged. 
6) Postpr(mssing of clusters 

a) If a cluster only transitions to one other cluster, mmge the clusters 



wge small clusms with ropriate bigga clusters (i.e. merge with the 
one they 'transition to the most) 

identified, the inumbcr of kansitioas between each cluster is 
er of times the &naperame series exits each regime can be 

that is available online (2000). The GHCN database contains 
weather stations around the globe. The biggest disadvantage 

tasets is that the 

This time series has average 
a moving average (N=12), a 

using time delays of 1 and 2. These time 
f most of the temperature time series, the 
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